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Sony hack is unprecedented in 
nature due to undetectable malware

and overall an unparalleled and 
well-planned crime.

[1]  NetworkWorld.com
http://www.networkworld.com/article/2856258/microsoft-subnet/sony-hack-dubbed-
unparalleled-crime-unprecedented-due-to-undetectable-malware.html



Hack Timeline …











How It All Began …

● how Sony network was infiltrated –
still NOT known

most likely intrusion scenario:  phishing

 GOP claim ‘they were siphoning data from
Sony for 1 year’

 2-fold damage:

 stolen data

 injected malware ⇒ wiped hard drives



Malware Details

● Wiper (aka Destover) - key feature:   
erases data from hard drives & deletes
master boot records
 victim machines can no longer boot

 forensics investigation no longer possible!

● Sony hack = first use of Destover
against ‘corporate North America’
 two previous victims of similar attacks

in South Korea and Saudi Arabia





Malware Details (cont.)

● Destover components  (US-CERT):
(1)  Worm Tool 
 communicates to C&C servers in Italy,
Poland, Thailand, US, Singapore, Cyprus, …

(2)  Listening Implant

(3)  Lightweight Backdoor

(4)  Proxy Tool

(5)  Destructive Hard Drive Tool

(6)  Destructive Target Cleaning Tool

(7)  Network Propagation Wiper



Leaked Information

● 10-s of Terabytes of data  likely stolen

 so far, only 30 Gbytes released:
 4 movies prior to opening date (Annie, Still

Alice, …) and Fury - all made available on
illegal torrent sites (e.g. Pirate Bay)

 scripts for upcoming movies & shows, …

 other stolen data:
 personal data of 3,800 employees  (emails,

medical records, …)

 performance reports & salary information



Leaked Information  (cont.)

 other stolen data, including:
 files with SIN numbers of 47,000 celebrities,

employees, freelancers

 PDF files with passport numbers of crew and
cast for various Sony productions 

media files related to films not produced by
Sony (possibly illegal copies ?!)



How Actually Did It?

● Theory 1  (by FBI):   North Korean Gov.

 obvious connection to movie ‘Interview’

 evidence:  malware was complied by a 
a computer with Korean language text 
settings

 what if the malware was simply purchased
on the black market?!

 nation-state attacks generally do not …
a) announce themselves with showy images
b) use catchy aliases (GOP)
c) post stolen data on hacker sites



● Theory 2:   Russians 

 done by Russian government or stand-
alone Russian hacker(s)

 retaliation for sanctions against Russia           
over military actions against Ukraine

 evidence:  linguistic analysis of GOP’s online
communications suggest it was conducted
by a native Russian (not Korean or English)
speaker

How Actually Did It?  (cont.)



● Theory 3:   Sony Insider(s)

 evidence:  attackers knew the internal 
network - malware contained hardcoded 
names of servers inside Sony network &
user names & passwords for internal 
systems

 an outsider would need to perform lots
of reconnaissance to obtain all that data

 lots of reconnaissance  ⇒ attack(er) more
likely to be spotted

How Actually Did It?  (cont.)



Is It Legal to Use Stolen Data?
● Sony hack was illegal & unethical
 how about the publishing of leaked data ???

● US First Amandment:
 news agencies can publish stolen data as

long as they themselves obtained the data
without breaking the law …

 however, some data is ‘off limit’
 medical records
 copyrighted material
 trade secrets
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Questions
1) What type of damages have been inflicted on 
Sony in Dec 2014 GOP’s hack?

2) What is the name of the malware used in
Dec 2014 Sony hack, and why is this malware
particularly ‘difficult to deal with’?

3) What are the 3 hypothesis concerning the 
actual executor of Dec 2014 Sony hack?
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